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Abstract 
A new strategy has been developed  for 

preclslon deburrlng and  grinding to  guarantee burr 
removal  whlle compensating for  robot oscillatrons  and 
small  uncertaintles  in  the  location  of  the  part  relatlve to  
the robot. Thls problem has been posed as a frequency 
domaln control problem.  Electronic cornpllancy 
(impedance control) Is demanded as an "adaptwe" 
mechsnlsm to  satisfy  the  requlrements  of this new 
strategy. Thls paper examlnes the development anc! 
lmplementatlon  of impedance control  methodolgy 
(7,8,9,10,161 on  an  active  endeffector[151  (or  the  whole 
robot if it Is possible] for precision  deburring and  grinding 
tasks. 

Nomenclature 
RbuW the cross  sectional  area  of the  burr 
Aahamfer the  chamfer area 

demplng factors  in  the  normal and  tancantla1 
direction 
contact  forces  In  normal  and  tangential 
dlrections 
Intertie  in  the  normal and tangential 
drrection 
sttffness tn the normaL and tangentlal 
dlrectlon 
grlnder mass 
materlsl  removal  rete 
AburJAohemfer [Tangential Area  Ratio1 
Tool Velocrty 
robot end  polnt  deflection In normal and 
tangential  directions 
frequency  range of the  burr seen by 
the  robot 
frequency  range  of  osclllations of the 
robot 

1. Introductton 
Since debumng  and  grinding  are  finishing 

processes, parts  at  this this stage In productlon  have 
their  highest  value-addetl  value.  Debumng  must  be 
performed  economlcally  and  must  not  produce  screp or 
rework, This Is a major  reason  for  the  development Of 
an automated  deburring  and grinding operation. In 
most cases, burrs  must be removed to  allow  the  proper 
fltting  of assembled parts  and t o  insure  safe  and  proper 
functionmg. On hlgh-temperature, highpeed  rotat ing 
parts,  debumng  is  further  required t o  reduce  turbulent 
gas flow, maintain dynemlc balance,  and  reUeve 
localized  stress,  For  these  types  of  parts,  the  term 
"precision  debumng" is used. The flnel  geometry  of a 
deburred edge must  remain  wlthln 8 given  set Of 
tolerances. The surface  produced  on  the  edge  requires 
a high quaUty  finish also. According to   the  above 
points,  the  debunlng  and  grinding  of machined parts is a 
major  area  of  concern In improving  manufacturing. 
Typlcally,  manual  debumng Is the  only  debumng 
!nW?,:<\d 8vaitable, and rep!-esents B time-consurring snd 
expenswe  solutlon.  Deburring  costs for some csst  parts 
can be as high as 35% of the  total  part cost. 
References [1,4,6,17,19,20,22,23 and 251 contain  valuable 
contribustlons  from  prevlous  research.  The  bask  ideas 
of  these can be  Itemized as follows: 
I. Robotic debumng  and grindtng has  mostly  been 
studied as a traJect0r-g followlng task. Although 
robotic  deburring is CI task wlth final  geometrlcal 
specifications, the  contact  forces In the  normal  and 
tangentlal  directions  are a fundamentel  part  of  the 
process. The necesslty of  control  on  the  normal  and 
tangentlal  forces  in  addition to  geometrical  surface 
finish  speclficatlons,  brings the concept of impedance 
controt into our  conslderation.  Note that  the objective 
is  not to use  force  control (18,241 technlques. 
11. Adaptive  electronlc  compllsncy (Impedance control) 
has not  been  considerd as an ald in developlng 
appropriate  contact  forces for debumng, 
111. Attention  has  mostly  been  focused  on  the 
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programming and  integratlon  of the process rather  than 
the dynamlcs of  both  the process 8nd the  robot 
together. 
IV. The deslgn Issues of  an  actlve enG-effector 1151 [or 
any adaptive system with  the  capablllty  of  modulating 
its Impedance I has  never  been considered. 

2. Geometric  and Qualitative  Model of the Burr 
In thls section  we  describe some qualltatlve  and 

geometric properties of  burrs  formed In the CUttlng 
process. This information can be found In references (31, 
(131 and (14). However, for  contlnulty of  the subject, we 
mention these  propertles  brtefly. 

Burrs are formed  by many manufacturing processes 
and the  type  of burr formed depends dlrectly  on  the 
process  used and  the  prevaillng conditions. Burrs can 
be a direct  result in the applrcatlon of  cuttlng  tools. 
Burrs can also  result  from  tooUnglmperfectlons In 
casting  and formlng. Although  the  focus  of  thls  paper Is 
mostly  on  the  debumng  of edges, the  results  are 
appilcsble to  other bur:-s also. 

The size  and orientatlon of the  burrs  on a part Is 
completely random In nature. A dimensional model  of a 
burred work  piece edge was generated  from  ststlstical 
data  of  burr  height and root thlckness  measurements 
on  alrcraft englne parts. Uslng thls data, an  average 
burr can be  modelled  wlth B helght  of 0.25 t o  0.75 mm 
[0.010" t o  0.030"), and a thlckness of  0.025 t o  0.075  mm 
(0.001" t o  0.003"). For the  overall data, however,  the 
burr heights  ranged  from  zero [a sharp  comer]  to 1.5 mm 
(0.0601, and the  root thickness from  zero  to 0.23 mm 
(0.009"l. A typical burr for  any  particular  part 
therefore,  is  highly vertable. 

The burr removal  tools chosen for  this  research 
were  rotary  files whlch  produce a 45 degree chamfer 
on  the workpiece edge if the  tool  Is held  orthogonal t o  
the  part surface. To insure  the  complete  removal  of a 
glven burr, the  chamfer  wldth must be Larger than  the 
root  wldth 8s seen in Flgure 1. 

burr 
thlckness depth 

burr height _I_of  cut 1 T 

Flgure 1: Typlcal Proflle of a Burr  on a Part 
Edge 

The material  removal  rate (MRRI of a deburring 
pass Is a functlon of  the  velocity  of  the  tool bit along 
the edge and the cross sectional areas of  both  the 
chamfer and the burr. This relatlonshlp can be 
expressed as: 

where: = Akrr/Aohmfw 

Note  that equ6tlons 1 snd 2 are geometric 
relatlonshlps.  Even though  each  parameter In equations 
1 bnd 2 can be a function  of  other parameters, such as 
contact forces and  the  stlffness  of  the  material,  the 
MRR can always be speclfied with a given  set of 
geometric variables: feed-rate, depth  of  cut and burr 
area. These varlables  are a functlon of  other  variables 
depending on the  control  strategy used in the  debumng 
process. The above  Intuitive equatlons do not  reveal 
any dynamic behavlor; they  only emphasize the 
proportlonality  of MRR with feed  rate,  depth of cut and 
chamfer area. 

Rtang can vary In process from  zero  for sharp 
comers, t o  0.2 for  average burrs,  and to  the  worst case 
ratio of 2.0 depending on  the Achmfer chosen. Therefore 
MRR for a glven  velocity and B desired constant 
chamfer can v a g  up  to 200% depending the size of the 
burr. Slnce, the  contact  force Is proportional t o  
material  removal  rate IMRRI, Large variations  are 
expected in the components of  the  cutting  force due to  
variations in the burr area for  a given  velocity 
(feedratel  and  chamfer area. 

A three dimensional  geometric model  of a burr, 
which includes the full geometry  of  the conic bit, as 
seen in Flgure 2, is more  useful  for  this work. The 
cuttlng force, can be  resolved  into  two  vector 
components o f  interest:  the  tangential  force [In the 
direction of  the  tool  veloclty]  and  the  normal force. 

' NORMAL 
PROJECTION 

TPT"Y 
Figure 2: Cutting  Surface  Area, 45 Degree  Conic Mill 
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The cutting  force IS largely a functlon  of  the  average 
s u ~ ~ c e  area of  the  cut  for a glven feedrate.  Tne 
projected areas, as seen in the model, are SimPl!J 
geometric functions of   the intersectlon  between  the 
part comer, the burr, and  the  mllllng cone.  Uslng this 
model, the area  ratio,  or  the  proJected burr area 
divlded  by  the  projected  chamfer area, wl l l  Indicate the 
effect  of burr Slze on  the component of the  cuttlng 
force  normal to  that  area. The tangential  area ratio, 
discussed previously, Indicates that  the  worst case 
variations in burr size  produce  significant variations in 
the  tangential force. I f  the  burr and chamfer areas are 
projected in the  normal  direction  perpendicular to   the  
edge, the  area  ratlo  varies  from  zero  for a sharp edge, 
t o  only 0.02 for  an  average burr, to  the  worst case 
value  of 0.26. As such, variatlons In the  burr Slze 
should  not  greatly  affect  the  normal  force  for a glven 
chamfer.  To summarize the  results of this section: 

11 For a given  constant  feedrate  the  tangential  force 
varies  very  significantly  with  variation of   the burr 
size; in other  words  evenJ  time  that  the  rotary  file 
encounters a large burr, the  tangent  force Increases 
dramatically. 
21 For a given  constant  feedrate,  the  normal  force 
stays  relatlvely  constant  regardless  of burr size 
varaltion. 
The above  two  results  hsve been verified 

experimentally which wllt  be dlscussed In ' Sectlon 6. 
Suppose the  cutting  tool Is belng moved by an lndustrtal 
robot,  the  force Whlch Is Imposed on  the end  polnt of 
robot  will  vary  signiflcantly due to  the varlatlon of the 
burv Size if the  robot is  moving with constant speed 
along  the edge. If the  contact  force is large due to  the 
size of  the burr, a separatlon of  the  robot from the  part 
wl l l  occur. We deslre to  develop a self tunlng strategy 
such that  the  contact  force In the  cuttlng process is 

mlnlmized. fi small  contact  force guarantees that  the 
endpolnt of  the  robot  stays  very close to  the  part 
wlthout separation. 

3. Robot Position Uncertalnties 
In this sectlol1, we frame the position 

uncertainties of exsrting robots  methematically in the 
frequency domaln. The posltional accuracy of eXlSting 
industrial  robots Is generally poor, For exemple, the 
General Electric P50 robot used In debumng  tests has a 
limlted programmable resolutron of  0.25 mm (.Or*]. 
Furthermore, the  robot  endpoint posltlon at a 
programmed polnt Is characterized  by a low frequency 
periodic motion with a peak-tweak ampUtude of 0.1 to  0.2 
mm. Based on to ta l  positional uncertalnties of  about 
0.35 mm, the P50 by itself, is unsuitable  for preCISlOn 
debumng tasks. There are also some positional 
uncertainties in fixturing  the  part. 

F1 common solutlon t o  thls  problem  Involves  the 
edditlon of  compllant  elements between  the  robot  and 
the  debumng  tool. Conslderable work  has been done 
uslng compUant debumng  endeffectors (2,3 and 20. The 
devlce features compliance in two  orthogonal directtons 
In the  form  of  replaceable spangs and fluid dampers. In 
fact, RCC [Remote Center of CompWnace) was invented for 
compensation of  the  robot positlon uncertainty in 8 

passive fashion. Flgure 3 shows an example of  the 
passive end-effector [31. filthough we do not  Intend t o  
use a passive  compliant end-effector as a too l   to  
compensate for  the  robot position  uncertaintles,  we 
snalyze its d l p ~ r ~ l C  behevior t o  understand  the 
requirements for  compensetlon of  the  robot position 
uncertalnttes. The dynamlc behavlor of  the passive 
endeffector In the  dlrection  normal to  the part, can be 
approxlmated by a second order dgnamic equatlon as: 

Figure 3: fl Passlve  Compliant End-effector 

Where M is the  tool mass, C, and K, are  the damplng and 
the spring stiffness  of  the  endeffector in the nOrmt3L 
direction  respectively,  and s Is the Laplace operator 
(S-Jol. Figure 4 deplcts ISX,(,jm)/SFnIJol for some 
frequency range. For a l l  frequencies O(m< J- K,/M , one 
can approximate the dynamlc equation of  the 
end-effector as lGFn(,jwl]M,, lSXn(joll. So, i f   the 
position  uncertalnties of  the  robot  manlpulator In the 
normal  direction  have a frequency spectrum of  less 
than W M ,  the  normal  contact  force  variation  will be 
Knl 6XnIJw)I. I f  K, IS chosen to be small  (large 
compliancyl, then SF,IJoJ will be  small in the presence 
of a falrly large GX,,(Jw). .Note that GXnfJwl Is the  robot 
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posltional  uncertalnty  (robot oscillations, robot 
programmlng errors, flxturlng errors1 for whlch 
compensatlon must take place. Compensation of  robot 
positlon uncertainties by compllant end-effectors 
requires  that M be chosen such that m ) m r ,  where 
wr is  the frequency range  of  the  robot oscillations. The 
chorce of M IS lrmlted by the gnnder size. I f   t h e  
endeffector  bandwldth [ M I  Is not wlder than  the 
frequency  range of  the  robot osciilatlons, then  large 
contact forces In the  normal  direction  would occur due 
t o  other  terms such as Ms2 and c,s . 

Two questions may be  raised 11 What compliancy iS 
needed in the  normal  direction  and in the  tangentlal 
direction In the deburrlng process? 21 Does the 
prescrlbed  high compllancy for compensation of  robot 
position  uncertainties conflict  with  the  required 
compliancy for  the  debumng process? These questions 
are answered in the  followlng section. 

In summary, the compensation of  the LOW 
frequency  uncertainties in the  robot posltion  requires 
large compliance In the  end-effector in the direction 
normal to  the part. 

1 
10 * 1 ' m i  ' ' . * I  ' ' " 1  ' ' " 

4. Control Stratqg 
In this section, we  propose a new  approach for 

debumng using a robot. First, we assume there  are no 
uncertainties In the  robot position. Rfter understanding 
the requirements for  debumng  by a "perfect" robot, we 
incorporate  the  robot uncertainties ldiscussed in Section 
31 In our analysls. 

Consrder the deburrlng of a surface b l ~  a robot 
manipulator; the  objective Is t o  use an endeffector  to 
smooth the surface down to the commanded trajectory 
deplcted by  the dashed llne in figure 5. It is intultive to  
design a control mect-ianlsm for  the manipulator wlth a 
large Impedance [small compliance] In the  normal 
direction and a smaU impedance [large compliance) in the 

tengential dlrection. We define Impedance as the  ratio Of 
the contact force to  the  endeffector  deflection as a 
function of  frequency. For example, the Impedance of the 
end-effector in the  normal direction 1s M S ~  t c, s +K,. 

normal 
force 

Flgure 5: Debumng an Edge 

R large Impedance in the  normal dlrection causes the 
end-polnt of  the grinder t o  reJect the  Interaction  forces 
and stay  very close to  the commanded traJectory 
(dashed-linel. The larger  the Impedance of  the 
end-effector in the  normal direction, the smoother the 
surface wlll be. Glven the volume of the  metal  to  be 
removed, the desired tolerance in the  normal direction 
prescnbes an approximate value  for Impedance in the 
normal direction. Rs descnbed rn Section 2, the  force 
necessatlj t o  @ut in the  tangentlal direction s t  a 
constant traverse speed is approxrmately proponional 
to  the volume of  the  metal  to be removed [51. 
Therefore, the brpr the  burrs on the surface, 'the 
slower  the manipulator must move in the  tangential 
direction t o  maintain B relatlvelg constant tmgentlal 
force. Thls Is necessary because the  slower speed of 
the end-pomt aCong the surface implies a smaller voiume 
of  metal Po be removed  per unit of m e ,  erid 
consequently, Less force rn the tangentlal dliection. 1 o 
remove the  metal  from  the surface , :he grinder 
should  slow down In response to  contact  forces  with 
Large burrs. 

The above  explanatlon demonstrates that It IS 
necessaw for  the  end-effector t o  accommodate the 
interaction  forces  along  the  tangentlal dlrectlon, whlch 
cirrectly lmplles a small Impedance value In the  tangentlal 
direction, I f  8 deslgner does not accommodate the 
interactlon forces by specifylng a small  stiffness  value in 
the  tangential direction, the Large burrs  on  the Surface 
wi l l  produce large  contact  forces in the  tangential 
direction. 

Two problems are assoclated with  large contact 
forces in the  tangential directions: 11 the  cuttlng  tool may 
stak [if It does n ~ t  break), and 21 a slight  deflection may 
develop in the  endpoint position In the  normal dlrection, 
which rnlght exceed the desired tolerance. A small 
value for the Impedance in the ?angentla1 dlrectlon 
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[relative  to  the impedance in the  normal direction1 
guarantees small  contact  force In the  tangentlal 
direction. The frequency spectrum of  the roughness of 
the  surface and the desired translational speed of  the 
robot  along  the  surface determine the fregUH7CU rin@ 
o f  opemtion a b .  W b  is the frequency range of  the burr 
seen from  the end-effector. The following equallties 
summarize the dynamic characteristics, required for  the 
debunlng  with a perfect  robot. 

lGXn[jol /GF,uwlI P very  small  for all w€% 

I GXt[jwl /GFt(JwlI P very  large  for a l l  w a d b  

From the analysis on  the compensation of  the 
robot  oscillation in Section 3, ISXnIJ~) /SFnI j~ I l  must be 
large  for   a l l  O<w<w, t o  compensate for  the 
uncertaintles In the  robot posltion. Chooslng a large 
impedance confllcts  wlth  the  reqwed Impedance to 
compensate for  robot oscillations. The COmpenSOtiOn 
for  robot position  uncertainties demands a low 
impedance [large compliance1 in the  normal direction, 
while a large impedance is required  for deburring 
purposes. i f  one designs an  end-effector  with  the 
dynamic charactertstics  shown in Figure 6, then  both 
requirements can be  satlsfied. As shown In Figure 6, 
I &X,( Jo]/SF,,[Jw]/ 1s very  large  for  al l  w e *  and very 
small  for at1 WEWb. While a large (S%&OI/SF~[JOI( 
in [O,w,I does not  let  the  robot oscillations develop a 
large  vatlation in the  normal  contact force, a small 
ISX&JOI/GF~(JOI( in O b  Will Cause the enC!-effeCtOr t o  
be very  stiff In response to  the burrs. The following is a 
summary of the characteristics of  the  end-effector in 
the  normal direction. 
- [SX,IJOI/SF&JWI~ must be large  for  al l  WEO, 

- ]G&~JoI/SFJJWI] must be  small  for at1 WEwb 

- < a b  

Figure 6 also shows the dynamic behavior of  the 
end-effector in the  tangential direction. For a l l  
wewb, ISXtljwl/GFt[Jwll ts large to  guarantee 

the  debumng requlrements. Note that 

Is @xssUe to  design and build a passive enbeffector 
with  the dynamic characteristlcs shown in Flgure 6. This 
is because of  the  role  the constant mass of the  tool 
plblJS in the dynamic behavlor  of  the end-effector. Since 
the mass of  the  grinder Is a constant parameter in the 
dynamic equations of  the  end-effector in both dlrections, 
the  only possible dynamic behavior for  a passive 
end-effector Is of  the  form  given in Figure 7. For a given 
set  of K, and K t  In both directions, one cannot choose 
arbitrsry  natural frequencies in both dtrections. The 

IGX~(JWI/SF~C(OI~ < <  ( G X J J W V G F ~ ~ ~ W J ~  for a l l  WEWb. It 

natural frequencies [or bandwidths] for  6 Dasstve 
endeffector  are  fixed  approximately at and 
L/K';7i;i. 

~~ 

Wlbf 

-6  I . , , I  . 1 1 . 1  I I , , I .  . ., , I  
10 

101 102 103 
H a d / s e c  

Flgure 6 The Ideal Dynamlc Behavlor of  the 
End-effector 

Wbf 

H a d / s e c  

FlQUre 7: The  ftchlevable Oynamrc Behavlor of a 
Passlve Enbeffector 

The dynamic behavior of  the  end-effector in both 
directions at high  frequencies is equal. As shown in Figure 
7, Kn and Kt are chosen very  large  and  very smeU 
respectlvely, t o  guarantee the requirement for  
deburring. However, K, must be  small enough such that 
the  variation in the position of  the  robot does not 
develop a sizable variation in the  normal  contact force. 
This Is a dilemma which Is solved in Section 5 by 
"Impedance control" (7,8,9,10,161. This method Is the  only 
method able to  develop  electronically a dynamic 
behavior such as those  given in Flgure 6. The Impedance 
control method wi l l  guarantee adaptive  stiffness  will 
be achieved for  a system for  an arbitrerry [but bounded] 
frequency range. 

In summary, we examine the deslgn rules  and  the 
resulting dilemme. The low stlffness in the  normal 
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direction causes the system to  be robust  relative  to  the 
robot oscillations, robot programming Inaccuracies, and 
frxtunng  errors In a l l  OEO,. To deburr  wlth robots, low 
and high impedances are necessary In the  tangential 
and normal directlons for all OEwb. The large  stlffness 
of  the  end-effector in the   none1 direction causes the in/lbf 
end-effector to  reject  the  contact forces and stay vet-&! 
close to  the commanded traJectory. The necessity of a 
large K, confllcts  with  the requlrement for compensation 
of  the  robot osclllations. The following sectlon is 
devoted  to descrlbe "impedance control". 

5. Impedance  Control 
For a rigorous and mathematical explanatlon  of 

10 
101 

Ha.d/sec 
impedance control, see references 9, 10 and 16. A simple 
and brief deflnition of impedance control is given In 
this section for a planar mechanlsm. The desrgn 
obJectlve is t o  provide a stabilizing, posltloning 
compensator for  the system [an  active end-effector or 
the whole robot If it is possible) such that  the  ratio  of  the 
posltion of  the  closebloop system to  the Interaction 
force is constant within a given  operating  frequency 
range. The above statement can be  mathematically 
expressed by equations 4 and 5. 

Note  that  the above two equatlons only 
represent  the desired behavlor for  the end point 
motlon of  the grlnder, and they do not Imply any control 
technlque. These two equatlons are  called  the  target 
impedance.  The stlffness parameters are  the desrgnev's 
cholce; dependlng on  the applicatlon, the parameters 
contain different  values  for each direction. By specifying 
K, and Kt, the designer governs  the  behavior of the 
system in constrained maneuvers. Large values  of K, 
and Kt implg  large  interaction forces. A small  value  for 
K, or Kt wi l l  aUow a considerable amount of motion In 
the system for a reaction to  Interaction forces. To 
clerlfy  the  contrlbutlon of J,, Jt, C,, Ct, consider Flgure 8, 
which is a plot  of equation 4. I f  C, Is the  only 
parameter  that guarantees a stable and slightly 
over-damped system, then it can be claimed that J, is 
the  only  effective  parameter used in lncreaslng or 
decreasing the bandwidth, coo, for a given K,. in other 
words, for a given K,, one can choose a J, such that 
X,/F, remains close to  VK,  for all O<O<O,; therefore J, 
is the  only-  effective  parameter in increaslng and 
decreasing bandwidth, o,, for a given K,. 

c, can be chosen t o  guarantee stabllity  for a 
given  set  of K, and J,. Equations 4 and 5 are  the 
parameterizations for  the  set  of  perfOn8nCe 
speclflcations [stiffness,  bandwidth  and stability). For 

Flgure 8: Plot of BX,/BF, for Some  Bounded 
Frequency  Range. 

example, in the deburring  problem, K t  and K, must be 
chosen Such that Kt<K,. Selection of K t  and Kn depends 
on parameters such 63 depth  of cut, surface finish 
specification, part stiffness and the deslred speed along 
the path. The deslred bandwldth depends on the 
frequency  spectra of  the  burrs  on  the surface snd  the 
speed of  the  robot  along  the path. For a glven pair of Kn 
and Kt, Jn and Jt can be chosen so that  the desired 
bandwldths can be guaranteed in both directions. Rfter 
choosing J, and Jt, C, and Ct can be chosen to  guarantee 
the  stabillty. By specifylng J,, Jt, Cn, Ct, etc., one can 
modulate the impedance of  the system. I f  the 
end-effector is In contact with the envlronment and a 
new reference  point is commanded [e.g., by a supervisory 
program], then, since the parameters of  the impedance 
in equations 4 and 5 are under control,  the  Interaction 
forces  will also be  under control.. References 18 and 24 
explaln  other f o n s  of compllance In terms of force 
control which Is quite  different  from  the Impedance 
control. 

6. Experimental  Setup 
An experiment was conducted to  verlfy  the 

feasiblllty  of using "impedance control" In robotic 
debutrlng. The principal Issue In thls experiment is t o  
Investigate  if 'impedance control" methodology can 
genuinely and rellably meet the deburring  specification 
mentioned in section 4 In the absence sf posltion 
uncertainties such as robot oscillation. The experiments 
t o  validate  the use of impedance control  to conslder the 
robot position  uncertainties are  not completed  get. 
Fllthough we acknowledge the influence of many side 
variables in the  debumng process Our concern is t o  
study  the  practicality  of a "clean impedance control" in 
metal removlng process without introducing extra and 
unrelated  factofs in the experiment. Therefore we 
employed a hlgh precision and fast XY table  for  planar 
maneuvenng. This ellminates the uncertain  positlon Issue 
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assoclated with  the  robot  oscillation and reaction forces. 
Figure 9 shows the  experimental  set up. 

rotary file 

v 

Figure 9: The Expenmental Setup 

The workplece to  be deburred is mounted on  the XY table 
for  maneuvering whlle  the grlnder  is held  vertically  by 
an  stationaq  platform. The sample part Is mounted on 
the  table  by a sample holder. Dependlng on  the 
geometq  of  the sample part, varlous sample holders can 
be made. Flgure 10 show the sample holder to  hold a 
rectangular sample part. We admit that In the  actual 
deburrlng process, it may be  better  to move the grlnder 
by  the  robot while the  part Is on a statlonary  platform. 
Reference 15 describes an  active  endeffector  that can 
be  held  by commercial robot manlpulators. One can 
oevelop  electronic compllnacy (I61 on th!s sctlve 
end-effector. Our experimental set up Is developed 
on& t o  understand  the  nature o f  forces in cutting 
mechanics under  Influence o f  "Impedance control" 
methodology. The XY table is Interfaced to  an IBM AT 
for  control. Two force sensors between  the  part  and 
the XY table  platform  allow  for measurement of  
Interaction  forces  between  the  part and the gnnder. 

side slot for sample part 

"4 force transducers 

l o  0 1/ 

pre-load bolt ' 
pre-load tightening nuts 

Figure 10: A Fixture to Hold the Straight Edge 
Sample Part 

6. Expenment 
We start  with  the slmplest experlment. The 

obJective of  this experiment Is t o  substantiate  the size of 
the cuting forces In a stralght edge deburrlng  when 
"Impedance control" is employed to  control  the XY table. 
The parts t o  be deburred are  rectangular alumlnium 
2"~5'~.25" 8s shown in figure 11. 

0.1 

I I pa* step burr 
Flgure 11: The Sample Par3 wlth Step Burr 

The edge of the sample part has been  flled  to produce 
step  burrs as shown In Flgure 11. The XV table IS 
commanded t o  move In X dlrection t o  encounter the burr 
With constant feedrate  of .036 in/sec. Flgure 12 show$ 
the  normal and tangentral  forces when constant speed 
control is employed to   t ravel  accross the edge of the 
burr (no Impedance control  and  the  force sensors are 
off]. When the grlnder  encounters the burr, the 
tangentlal  force Increases whlle  the  normal  force IS 
almost  constant. Srnce the  feedrate remalns almost 
constant, the  tangentlal  force Increases proportlonal t o  
the  material  removal  rate. 

In the  next  set  of experiments, Impedance control 
was employed to  control  the XY table motlon. A large  and 
a Small Impedance were considered In normal  and 
tangential directions to  the  part. Figure 13 shows the 
normal and tangential forces. When the grinder 
encounters the burr, the  table  slows  its  feedrate t o  grind 
the burr. It takes about 5~0.84 seconds t o  deburr the 
burr, while in the  previous example the deburrlng takes 
about 4~0.84 seconds. The average  tangetlal  force does 
not Increase as much as In the  prevlous experiment. This 
Is because B small  value Is chosen for  the impedance of 
the  table in the  tangential direction. 

7. Concluslon 
Fln automated deburring  procedure Using 8 robot 

manipulator is consldered In this  paper  for  the  mnoval 
of  burrs in the presence of  robot  oscillations  and 
bounded  uncertalntles In the L O C ~ t I O n  of  the  robot 
endpotnt  relative to the  part. To remove  the burr, high 
and low impedances are  required In the  tool-holder In 
the  normal  and  tangentlet directions, respectlvely,  for 
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Flgure 1 2  The Tangential and  Normal  Forces In the 
Deburrrng  Process wlth Constant Feedrate 

0.036in/sec 

Flgure 13: The Tangential and NQrntal Forces  In the 
Oeburrlng Uhen Impedance Control is EmpLQUed 

the frequency  range that  burrs  are seen by  the robot. 
To compensate for  robot osclllations and posltional 
uncertainties, a low impedance is required for the 
end-effector in the  normal direction for  the frequency 
range  of  the  robot oscillations. The above two 
requirements for  debumng and oscllktion compensation, 
establish a design rule  for  control  strategy for 
debumng. FI passive  system cannot provlde  the  above 
two design rules. This Is because of the  role  the 
constant mass of  the grinder plays in the dynamic 
behavior of the   enhf fec to r .  Impedance Control Is 
chosen t o  satisfy  the design rules  for robotic  deburring 
and grlndlng. This paper examlns the development and 
Implementatlon of Impedance control methodology to  
precision deburnng. Some of  the  theoretical  results  have 
been verified  expetlmentally. 
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